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Investigation of 3D Energetic Particle Transport Inside Quiet-Time
Magnetosphere Using Particle Tracing in Global MHD Model

X. Shao1'2, Shing F. Fung1, L. C. Tan3, K. Papadopoulos4, M. Wiltberger5, and M. C. Fok6

Due to the presence of a magnetic field minimum in the outer cusp region, ener-
getic particles drifting toward dayside may experience large scale transport toward
high latitude. Some particle maybe trapped at high latitude and then be scattered
back. These particle orbits are termed as Shabansky orbits [Shabansky, 1971],
Particle trajectories inside the magnetosphere can be grouped into three classes:
bouncing around the equator (trapped), going through Shabansky orbit or being ele-
vated at dayside, and lost. Characterizing these three types of particle trajectory and
their dependence on solar wind conditions can help understand the trapping and loss
of energetic particles in the radiation belt. We developed 3D test-particle tracing
codes to investigate particle transport in global MHD model magnetosphere. In the
code, protons are traced with full-motion and electrons are traced with guiding-
center approximation. In this paper, we lay out the framework of studying the trap-
ping and lost regions systematically and effects of the enhancement of the solar wind
velocity on these regions. We derived the so-called Shabansky Orbit Accessibility
Map (SOAM) for both electrons and protons to visualize the three orbital character-
istic regions as a function of the particle's initial position and pitch angle inside
quiet-time magnetosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because of its potentially hazardous space environment
effects on space systems, the radiation belt (RB) has been a
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key subject of studies in space physics. Understanding the
transport of energetic RB particles is important in character-
izing the radiation belt. In situ measurements have revealed
that the cusp is a region of weak or depressed magnetic field
[e.g. Fung et al., 1997]. The presence of a local magnetic
field minimum in the outer cusp can lead to off-equator
transports along the Shabansky orbit [Shabansky 1971].
Therefore, particle trajectories inside the magnetosphere can
be grouped into three classes: (a) bouncing around the equa-
tor (fully-trapped); (b) going through Shabansky orbit or
significantly gaining latitudes on the dayside (Shabansky-
orbit); and (c) being lost.

Recent studies [Sheldon et al, 1998; Chen et al, 1998;
Trattner et al., 2001] led to a controversy regarding the role
of the cusp in producing radiation belt particles. Sheldon
et al. [1998] reported the trapping of the energetic electrons
(30 keV to ~2 MeV) in the outer cusp region and suggested
the possible diffusive filling of the electron radiation belts
from the cusp. Chen et al. [1998] reported cusp energetic
particle (CEP) (several hundred keV ions) events and
suggested that the cusp region can be a major particle
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acceleration region of the magnetosphere. But, the accelera-
tion mechanism is not identified. Trattner et al. [2001]
provided an alternative explanation that the cusp energetic
particles (up to several hundred keV ions) might be acceler-
ated at the quasi-parallel bow shock, then transported down-
stream and enter the cusp along newly reconnected field lines
or some other entry mechanism. For ions with energy above
150 keV/e, the magnetosphere itself might circulate these
particles to the cusp through Shabansky orbit. In order to
understand the populating of the cusp with energetic parti-
cles, we need first to understand the circulation of energetic
particles in the magnetosphere. We intended in this paper
not to discuss about the cusp or shock region acceleration,
but rather to characterize the three types of trajectory of
magnetospheric particles and quantify the accessibility
of Shabansky orbit.

At present, a number of particle-tracing based radiation
belt models exist [Li et al., 1993, Elkington et al., 2002].
These test particle-based radiation belt models trace particles
either in an empirical magnetospheric model or in a 2D cut-
plane from global MHD simulations. For relativistic elec-
trons, off-equatorial transport was neglected. These models
are not applicable to studying the accessibility of high lati-
tude regions by magnetospheric particles. On the other hand,
Delcourt and Sauvaud [1999] focused on the 3D transport of
energetic protons in an empirical magnetic field model and
demonstrated the populating of the cusp and boundary layers
by energetic (hundreds of keV) equatorial particles (mainly
protons). But it is not clear what the dependence on the ini-
tial launching location and pitch angle is for particles being
able to access the dayside high latitude region. Therefore, we
still do not have a clear picture about classifying the three
types of particle trajectory.

Recently, we developed a 3D particle tracing code to trace
energetic particles in Lyon-Fedder-Mobbary (LFM) global
MHD model [Fedder et al, 1995]. The global MHD model
provides the particle tracing code with self-consistent electric
and magnetic (EM) fields in the magnetosphere. In this
paper, we show that by tracing a limited number of test par-
ticles from different locations and initial pitch angles, we can
obtain the so-called Shabansky Orbit Accessibility Map
(SOAM), with which we can study the grouping of the three
types of particle trajectory. In this paper, we focused on the
3D transport of radiation belt particles inside the quiet-time
magnetosphere formed with constant northward IMF.

In following sections, we first introduce our model of RB
particle transport and validations of the codes. Then, using
the model, three types of particle trajectory in the magnetos-
phere are identified for both energetic electrons and protons.
SOAMs are constructed to understand the dependence of
trapping, Shabansky-orbit and lost of the energetic particles

on the initial launching location and pitch angle during
different constant solar wind speeds.

2. SIMULATION MODELS

2.1. Overall Architecture of the Particle Transport Model

The newly developed radiation belt particle transport
model utilizes the Lyon-Fedder-Mobbary (LFM) global
MHD model [Fedder et al., 1995] to provide EM fields in
the magnetosphere and a 3D relativistic particle tracing
code to study the spatial-temporal evolution of energetic RB
electrons and protons in an evolving magnetosphere.

2.2. Global MHD Model

The electric and magnetic fields used to feed the 3D parti-
cle tracing code are taken from the LFM global MHD model
[Fedder et al, 1995; Guzdar et al, 2001]. The core module
of the LFM model is a three dimensional code that solves the
ideal MHD equations in a conservative form. These equa-
tions are discretized and solved on a cylindrical staggered
mesh, typically 60 RE in radius and 330 RE long, containing
the solar wind and the magnetosphere. A spider web type
computational grid places maximal resolution (0.2 to 0.4 RE)
on physically critical locations such as the bow-shock region
and the inner magnetosphere. The code uses diffuse solar
wind matching conditions along the outer edges of the com-
putational domain. This permits time dependent solar wind
parameters as input conditions. A simple supersonic outflow
condition is used in the outer anti-solar boundary. The inner
boundary is located on a geocentric sphere of radius 3 RE,
where the magnetospheric solution is matched to the solution
of the ionospheric module. The ionospheric module repre-
sents the ionosphere and its coupling to the magnetosphere
and solves a 2D height-integrated electrostatic potential
equation.

2.3. 3-D Particle Tracing Models

Because the gyro-radius of energetic (a few hundred keV
to MeV) electrons and protons in the Earth's magnetosphere
differs by orders of magnitude, we developed different algo-
rithms to trace motions of energetic electrons and protons.
Namely, protons are traced with full motion and electrons are
traced with guiding-center approximation.

2.5.7. Full momentum tracing for relativistic protons.
Delcourt and Sauvaud [1999] show that for relativistic
protons, full-momentum tracing is needed because in the
compressed inner magnetotail and dayside cusp region,
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the ratio between the gyro-radius of energetic (several hun-
dred keV) protons and the gradient and curvature scale of the
local magnetic field (sr= max(|pV(lnS)|,|pb' Vb\)) is large
so that the magnetic moment (first adiabatic invariant) is not
conserved. Typical criterion for the conservation of the first
adiabatic invariant is er < 0.187 [Chirikov, 1987], For exam-
ple, for a 500 keV proton with 90 degree pitch angle, the
gyro-radius is about 0.32 RE in a typical magnetic field of
magnitude 50 nT at X —7.5 RE inside the magnetosphere.
Local gradient scale and curvature scale can be <0.6 Re,
resulting er > 0.53 so that the magnetic moment is not con-
served. Therefore, we trace the energetic proton by solving
the full motion equations:

(1)

(2)

order of second, which is much larger than the gyro-period of
electrons, typically can be 0.001 second. The spatial criterion
for the conservation of the first adiabatic invariant is given by
sr < 0.187. As an example, the gyro-radius of MeV electron
in 50 nT magnetic field is 0.015 RE and the MHD simulation
magnetic field variation scale is larger than 0.2 RE (smallest
grid resolution). This implies that in the absence of
VLF higher frequency waves the first adiabatic invariant
of relativistic electrons are mostly conserved in the inner
magnetosphere.

The guiding-center motions of relativistic electrons are
given by [Northrop, 1963]:

)/dt = -e[EVsxB]-MVB/y

= M dB
dt

(5)

(6)

where y = 1 / -̂1 - (VI c)2, V is the particle velocity.
The numerical scheme used to integrate the motion is sim-

ilar to those used in particle codes \Birdsall and Langdon,
1991], namely a time-centered leap-frog scheme. Particle
velocity (F"±1/2) is defined at half time step and
particle position (r"a) is defined at integer time step.

Let u = jV and consequently (y)2 = 1 + (w/c)2, the motion
equation can be written in the discretized form as

- U
m

Here, the velocity in the Kx.fi term of equation (1) is
treated with the Crank-Nicholson method. By rearranging
Equation (3) and assuming u"'1'2,
known, we get equation (4) for «"+l/2

E", B", and j"~m are

u"-l'2

+ (qSt/m)(l/2y")B" xu"+l12)
+ (qSt/m)[E"

(4)

which can be easily solved with a linear equation
solver. The particle position can be updated with
r"+1 = f" + V"+ll2St = r" + u"+tl2St/yn+l12. The advancing

time step is about 1/180 of proton gyration period.

2.3.2. Guiding-Center approximation for relativistic
electrons. To trace energetic electrons using guiding-center
approximation, we need to ensure that fields vary slowly in
both space and time when compared to the particle's gyro-
radius and gyro-period, or that the first adiabatic invariant is
conserved. The MHD wave field varying time scale is on the

Here Vg is where M=P2/(2meB) and j = l/^/l-(F/c)
the electron guiding-center velocity, V is the magnitude of
the electron velocity, and P± is the electron momentum
perpendicular to the local magnetic field.

Equation (5) differs from the guiding-center motion equa-
tion presented in Northrop [1963] (Equation 1 . 1 2 in Northrop
[1963]) with gamma factor being added to account for rela-
tivistic effects. As noted in Northrop [1963], Equation (5) is
the most original guiding center motion equation. The guiding
center velocity equations for parallel and perpendicular com-
ponents, which consist of E x B, gradient, curvature and par-
allel drift, can be derived from Equation (5) following
procedures similar to those in Northrop [1963]. The advan-
tage of using Equation (5) to describe the guiding center
motion is that the parallel and perpendicular guiding center
velocity is treated as an integrated entity and we don't
need to project the velocity to the magnetic field back and
forth during the calculation, which can otherwise be sources
of numerical errors. Equation (6) has been averaged over elec-
tron gyro-period and is valid when ELIB « c (c is the speed
of light), which is true for the electric field of MHD origin.

The numerical scheme used to integrate the guiding-center
motion equation is again time-centered leap-frog scheme.
The particle guiding-center velocity (J^"*"2) is defined at
half time step and the particle position ff»±l ) is defined at
integer time step.

Similarly, let ug =yVg, the guiding-center motion equation
(6) can be discretized as

C"2 -«r'/2 =-(ot/me)(M/y"WB"(7)
~(eSt/me)[E"
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Here, the guiding velocity in the Vg x B term in Equation (6)
is treated with Crank-Nicholson method. Rearranging
Equation (11), we can get the equation about w

(8)
(eSt/me )[£"+ — -ii"g- x B " ] - ( S t / m e ) ( M / y " ) V B "

which can be easily solved. Once u"g is solved, the
particle guiding-center position can be updated with
fs"+l = p; + V^!25t = rng + a"s+ll2St/y"+11*. The advancing
time step is adaptive and adjusted according to the parallel
velocity along the magnetic field line.

2.3.3. Interpolation of MHD EM field and code validation.
There can be two sources of error: the error originated form
the numerical schemes used to integrate the particle motion
equations and the error originated from further interpolation
of the MHD field value to the particle location. Global MHD
simulation outputs provide the EM field on the grid cells. We
need to interpolate EM field to the particle location. For elec-
tric field, simple eight-point linear interpolation is used. For
magnetic field, two kinds of interpolation have been tested:
(a) interpolate and get the perturbed field at the particle loca-
tion and then add the dipole field value back; (b) simple
eight-point interpolation of the B field on the MHD grid.

Here, we present some results to benchmark the 3D particle-
tracing codes. We traced particles with different initial
energy, pitch angle and L, in a dipole field with no electric
field. We tested the two interpolation schemes mentioned
above. Scenario (a) essentially uses a smooth dipole field in
our testing case and helps understand the error originated
from the integration scheme. Scenario (b) is used to under-
stand the error from the linear interpolation.

For relativistic protons, the particle motion is followed one
complete circuit in local time with the full-motion tracing
scheme. The error between initial and final energy is zero, as
has been shown in Birdsall and Langdon [1991] that the trac-
ing scheme conserves the particle energy. The relative errors
between the initial and final values of the first, second adia-
batic invariants are recorded. The first adiabatic invariant M
is gyro-period-averaged to remove the first-order gyro-
frequency variation in the instant value of M (due to the field
inhomogeneity). The second adiabatic invariant is calculated
with the integral J = &p//ds over full bounces during the
tracing. For 90 degree pitch angle particle, we use the maxi-
mum off-equator deviation in Z as the error measure. Table 1
summarizes our results. In general, the numerical scheme of
motion equation integration conserves M and J within 0.05%
in scenario (a) and within 0.5% in scenario (b). Scenario (a)
performs better than scenario (b).

Table 1. Relative errors with the tracing code for 20- and 500-keV
protons with 45 and 90 degree pitch angle at L = 5 and 10 in a
dipole field using interpolation scheme (a) interpolation of the
perturbed field; (b) interpolation of magnetic field directly. M and J
denote the first and second adiabatic invariant. Subscripts 0 and f
denote the initial and final (after one orbit around the Earth) values.
For 90 degree pitch angle particle, the error |Z|max is listed.

E0 Equ
L keV p. a.

5 20 90
5 20 45
10 20 90
10 20 45
5 500 90
5 500 45
10 500 90
10 500 45

Mf-Mt

M0

in
(a)

4.4 x 10~5

2.3 x 10~6

8.7 x 10-5

3.0 x 10-6

1.6x 10-"
3.4 x 10~4

<io-6
1.8 x 10-4

Mf-M0

Ma

in
(b)

1.6x 10-4

1.6x 10-3

3.9 x 10~4

4.5 x 1Q-3

1.3 x 10~5

4.0 x 1Q-3

8.8 x 10-*
1.2 x IQ-3

Jf-J0

J»
or |Z|max

in (a)

10^9 Re
<io-6

10~9 Re
<10~6

10~9Re
6 x 10~6

ID'9 Re
2 x 10-5

J J
Jf ^O

J0

or |Z|max

in(b)

10~5 Re
4 x 1Q-4

10-6Re
2 x 10~4

ID'7 Re
5x10^
10~6 Re
3 x 10-4

For relativistic electrons, the motion is similarly followed
with the guiding-center tracing scheme (see section 2.3.2).
The first adiabatic invariant is always conserved. The energy
is also conserved throughout the tracing. Table 2 summarizes
results. In general, the numerical scheme of integrating
guiding-center motion equation conserves second adiabatic
invariant J within 0.05% in scenario (a) and within 0.7% in
scenario (b). Again, scenario (a) performs better than sce-
nario (b). In actual simulations for both electrons and pro-
tons, we use the interpolation scheme (a) and only interpolate
the perturbed magnetic field.

In the MHD simulation, the inner boundary is located on
a geocentric sphere of radius 3 RE. When particles go across

Table 2. Relative errors with the tracing code for 50- and 1000-keV
electrons with 45 and 90 degree pitch angle at L = 5 and 10 in a
dipole field using interpolation scheme (a) interpolation of the
perturbed field; (b) interpolation of magnetic field directly. See
Table 1 caption for further info.

L

5
5
10
10
5
5
10
10

EO,
keV

50
50
50
50

1000
1000
1000
1000

Equ.

Jf-J*
J0

J f - J o
A

p. a. or (Z|max in (a) or |Z|max in (b)

90
45
90
45
90
45
90
45

6.3 x 10~8 Re
<io-6

1.3 x lQ-?Re
<10~6

6.3 x 1Q-8 Re
<io~6

1.3 x 10~8Re
4.6 x lO"4

9.3 x 10-4 Re
2.8 x 10~3

6.6 x 10-5 Re
2.0 x 10~3

1.2x lO^Re
6.3 x 10~3

2.7 x 10~7Re
6.0 x ID"4
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this boundary and enter the inner region, dipole field is
switched on and the electric field is assumed to be zero. We
also note that the co-rotation electric field is not included in
the simulation since it has little effects on energetic particles
for L > 6 regions. On the other hand, when particles are trans-
ported to the flank or magnetopause and meet the magnetic
field line with invalid mirroring condition (i.e. open field
lines), these particles will be transported away and hit the
simulation outer boundary. When the particle exits the outer
boundary, we mark the particle as being lost.

3. THREE TYPES OF PARTICLE TRAJECTORY IN
THE MAGNETOSPHERE

The tracing codes were applied to identify the typical tra-
jectories of energetic protons and electrons in a quiet-time
Earth's magnetosphere. In this case, a steady state model
magnetosphere is formed with a constant northward
IMF = 5nT, solar wind velocity = 400 km/s, density = 5 /cc,
and thermal speed = 40 km/s. The ionospheric conductivity
= 5 mho. This idealized quiet-time magnetosphere has been
studied by Guzdar et at. [2001]. Some features of the quiet-
time magnetosphere are: the closed magnetotail length is
around X = -38 RE in the north-south plane; presence of cusp
region reconnection consistent with Kessel et al. [1995];
four-cell ionospheric convection pattern consistent with
Kennel [1985]; the ionospheric cross polar cap potential is
around 8 kV; and the magnetospheric electric field is weak
(<0.04 mV/m at geosynchronous orbit in the equatorial
plane). The ionospheric four-cell potential pattern and the
associated equipotentials in the equator simulated from the
global MHD model [Guzdar et al, 2001] are consistent with
the empirical models based on observations [Kennel, 1995].

Plate 1 shows three types of trajectory, namely trapped,
Shabansky-orbit, and lost, for energetic protons inside the
steady state magnetosphere. The protons are launched at the
night side along SM X axis. Plate 1A shows the trajectories
of trapped protons. An 80 keV proton (white trace) launched
from X = -6 RE with 90 degree equatorial pitch angle drifts
clockwise and remains in the equatorial plane (perturbations
in Z within 0.002 RE). The blue trace represents orbit of an
80 keV proton launched at x = -8 RE with initial pitch angle
45 degree. It shows that the proton bounces around the
equator while drifting clockwisely. Figure 1A shows conser-
vation of the second adiabatic invariant vs. azimuthal angle
along particle trajectory for protons in Plate 1 A.

Plate IB shows a 500 keV proton with 67.5 degree initial
equatorial pitch angle executing the Shabansky orbit. Due to
the existence of the cusp magnetic field minimum, the proton
moves off toward high latitudes, instead of bouncing around
the equator, and is trapped at high latitudes for a while. Then,
the particle falls back to bouncing around the equator after

y i.u
E 0.8
5*0.6
N 0.4
V 0.2
o 0.0

• Ini. P.A. = 45°, X = -8 RE

: Ini. P.A. = 90°, X = -6 RE
1111 1 1 1 —1 1 1 1 ;

B

180 150 120 90 60 30 0 -30 -60 -90-120-150-180
Azimuthal Angle (°)

60
40

20

-20
_1.30
t 1.25
5 1.20
4*1-15
o 1.10
§-1.05
2 1.00

0 1 234 567 89 10 11 12
Time (Minutes)

Figure 1. (A): The second adiabatic invariant vs. azimuthal angle for
the trapped protons in Plate la. (B): Details for the particle experi-
encing Shabansky orbit in Plate Ib. In (B), top panel shows the
evolution of the gyro-phase averaged latitude along the particle
trajectory; second panel shows the gyro-phase averaged first adia-
batic invariant along the particle trajectory; third panel shows the
gyro-phase averaged magnetic field magnitude along the particle tra-
jectory; bottom panel shows the second adiabatic invariant vs. time.

passing the dayside sector. To have a better understanding
about the details of the proton executing Shabansky orbit, the
evolutions of the first and second adiabatic invariants are
shown in Figure IB. The top panel in Figure IB shows the
evolution of the gyro-phase averaged latitude along the parti-
cle trajectory. The vertical dashed lines indicate when the
particle goes through high-latitude region. The second panel
in Figure IB shows the evolution of the first adiabatic invariant
M. The first adiabatic invariant is again gyro-phase averaged.
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Plate 1. Three types of proton motion trace in steady state magnetosphere with northward IMF. The protons are launched at the night
side along SM X axis. (A) White trace: orbit of an 80 keV proton launched from X = -6 Re with pitch angle = 90 degree. Blue trace:
orbit of an 80 keV proton launched at x = -8 Re with pitch angle = 45 degree. The background is the log of the density on the
Z = -5 RE plane. The red lines are the last closed field lines of the magnetosphere. The X, Y, and Z axis' are in SM coordinate. Ticks
on the axis are 5 Re apart. (B) 500 keV proton trajectory launched at X = -10.0 Re with pitch angle = 67.5 degree, showing that the
proton experiences Shabansky orbit. (C) 500 keV proton trajectory launched at X = -11.6 Re with pitch angle = 75 degree, showing
the proton being lost.
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Plate 2. Typical trajectories for 1 MeV electrons launched from the night side inside a steady state magnetosphere. (A) Blue trace:
orbit of 1 MeV electron launched at X = -8 RE, pitch angle = 45 degree. White trace: orbit of 1 MeV electron launched at X = -6 RE,
pitch angle = 90 degree. The red lines, background and axis's are defined the same as those in Plate la. (B) electron launched at
X = -11.0 Re, pitch angle = 55 degree, showing that the electron experiences Shanbansky orbit. (C) electron launched at X = -12.1 Re,
pitch angle = 65 degree, showing the electron being lost.
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We can see that the first adiabatic invariant is not conserved
at the high latitude region and when the proton falls off to
bouncing around the equator at the dayside, the first adiabatic
invariant changes from 11800eV/nT to HOOOeV/nT. The
third panel in Figure IB shows the evolution of the gyro-
phase averaged magnetic field strength experienced by the
proton and further illustrates the violation of the first adia-
batic invariant in the high latitude region. The maximum
magnetic field strength at the mirroring point (marked with
horizontal lines) changes from 42.5 nT to 45.5 nT when the
particle passes the high-latitude region. The bottom panel in
Figure 1B shows the varying of the second adiabatic invari-
ant (from 6.5 x 10~13 to 8.3 x 1(T13 kgm2/s) when the proton
goes through the high latitude region. Note the second adia-
batic invariant is calculated by integrating over full bounces
which are identified with the particle parallel velocity chang-
ing from - to + (start), + to - and - to + (end) in the simulation.
Since local field curvature in the cusp region is comparable
to the proton gyro-radius, the first and second adiabatic
invariants are not conserved [Young et al., 2002]. The viola-
tion of the first and second adiabatic invariants as the ener-
getic proton going through Shabansky orbit was previously
shown by Delcourt and Sauvaud [1999]. Plate Ic shows a
500 keV proton trajectory experiencing loss.

Plate 2 shows three types of trajectory for RB electrons
traced inside the same steady state magnetosphere. Plate 2A
shows that the electrons are stably trapped around the equa-
tor and drift counter-clockwise around the Earth. Plate 2B
shows the trajectory of IMeV electron experiencing the
Shabansky orbit. Plate 2C shows the trajectory of an electron
being lost. Top panel of Figure 2 shows evolutions of the sec-
ond adiabatic invariant for the trapped electrons in Plate 2A
and the Shabansky-orbit electron in Plate 2B. For the trapped
electrons, the second adiabatic invariant is conserved. For the
Shabansky-orbit electron, the second adiabatic invariant
changes to a lower value in the high latitude region and
returns to initial value after falling back to bouncing around
the equator at the dayside. In the guiding-center tracing, the
first adiabatic invariant is conserved and the maximum mag-
netic field magnitude along the particle trajectory should be
constant. This is illustrated in the second panel of Figure 2.
To understand the origin of the Shabansky orbit, the magnetic
field magnitude along two magnetic field lines threading
through the electron trajectory are plotted in the bottom
panel of Figure 2. The electron is originally trapped around
the equator in the potential well formed on the field line (1).
The appearance of two field-strength minimums along the
field line (2) and the increased equatorial magnetic field
magnitude (larger than the field-strength at the electron
mirroring point) cause the violation of the second adiabatic
invariant. The electron is transported to the high latitude and
trapped in the upper part of the field line (2). But, after
the electron exits being trapped at the high-latitude region,
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Figure 2. Top panel: the second adiabatic invariant vs. azimuthal
angle for electrons in Plate 2a, b. Middle panel: The magnetic field
magnitude along the trajectory of the electron experiencing
Shabansky orbit (see Plate 2b). Bottom panel: showing changes in
the magnetic field configuration when electron transits from being
equatorially trapped to being trapped at high latitude. The magnetic
field magnitude along two magnetic field lines threading through
the electron trajectory are plotted. The horizontal dashed line at
|B| = 40.3 nT indicates the mirroring point. Square diamonds mark
mirroring points along each magnetic field line.

the second adiabatic invariant returns to its initial value. In
this sense, it is conserved. These results are consistent with
earlier picture depicted in Shabansky [1971].

4. SHABANSKY ORBIT ACCESSIBILITY MAP

By tracing particle trajectories, we can determine the fate
of a particle (trapped, Shabansky-orbit, or lost) as function of
initial position and equatorial pitch-angle of the particle. We
introduce in this section the Shabansky Orbit Accessibility
Map (SOAM) to determine the accessibility of the trapping,
Shabansky-orbit and lost regions for particles originated
from the tail. Plate 3A illustrates the configuration we used
to derive the SOAM. In Plate 3A, pink dots along the X axis
(from X = -6 to -14 Re) on the night side represent initial
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Plate 3. (A) Illustration of deriving SOAM. (B) View in the north-south plane of the magnetosphere with northward IMF. Red and
white lines are the closed, open magnetic field lines, respectively. The background is the log of density. X, Z axis' point toward the
sun and north, respectively. The magnetosphere is driven with northward IMF = 5 nT, and (top panel in B) velocity = 400 km/s;
(bottom panel in B) velocity = 600 km/s.
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Plate 4. SOAM derived for 500 KeV protons and 1 MeV electrons in steady state magnetosphere. In all panels: the horizontal axis
and vertical axis are the initial launching location down the tail and equatorial pitch angle, respectively. The color map is the average
elevated latitude at the dayside. Panel (A): SOAM for 500 KeV protons and Panel (B): SOAM for 1 MeV electrons in magnetosphere
A driven with SW velocity = 400 km/s (see top panel in Plate 4B); Panel (C): SOAM for 500 KeV protons and Panel (D): SOAM for
1 MeV electrons in magnetosphere B driven with SW velocity = 600 km/s (see bottom panel in Plate 4B).
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and second invariants are prominent [Young et al., 2002].
These scatterings can move particles chaotically to different
orbits during their drifts to the noon regions and the trunca-
tion region (X < -12 RE) in Plate 4c looks mixed.

5. SUMMARY

We present a model to simulate the 3D trasport of magne-
tospheric energetic particles. The model combines a global
MHD model and 3D particle tracing codes. Energetic protons
are traced with full motion and electrons are traced with guid-
ing-center approximation. Using the computational model, we
identified three types of particle trajectory, namely trapped,
Shabansky-orbit and lost, in a quiet-time magnetosphere. We
also derived Shabansky Orbit Accessibility Map (SOAM) for
both energetic electrons and protons inside a quiet-time mag-
netosphere with northward IMF to quantify the dependence of
the three regions on the initial launching position and pitch
angle. The general trend is that energetic electrons or protons
launched further down the tail and with larger pitch angle are
more susceptible to the Shabansky orbit on the dayside or to be
lost. The transition from trapping to Shabansky-orbit and to the
lost region for energetic protons is more sporadic and mixed
than those for electrons. This is mainly due to the much larger
gyro-radii of protons. We also derived the SOAMs in a more
compressed quiet-time magnetosphere, in which the stretching
of the tail causes the Shabansky-orbit region to move closer to
Earth. Combining 3D particle tracing and global MHD simu-
lation provides an integrated view of 3D energetic particle
transport inside Earth's magnetosphere.

In the current computational model, atmospheric loss cone
is not included. The SOAM will be affected in the bottom
part below pitch angle = 10 degree if the loss-cone effects
are included. Future work will be to study dependence of
SOAMs on multi-parameters of the solar wind conditions
and during magnetic storm and substorm events, and the
populating the cusp by energetic particles.
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